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Application migration to cloud remains a headache for many ISVs: software delivery processes are often manual and unsuited to supporting the on-demand nature of the cloud; applications and middleware are dependent on the underlying OS and hypervisor; Consequently, many ISVs cannot easily prepare their software for a single cloud, let alone multiple clouds and marketplaces. **UShareSoft's new migration service** scans any live system and lets users migrate it instantly, while capturing package and licensing meta data to make governance, maintenance and customization easy. Migrations can be completed in less than 30 minutes, letting OW2 projects and other ISVs quickly instantiate their software on any cloud or populate to the OW2 App Store or other marketplaces. This presentation will give an overview of application migration to cloud, as well as demonstrating how OW2 projects can migrate existing software stacks to cloud.
The Challenges: How to?

- Manage Applications Versions, Business Model & Licensing?
- Keep Control with Software Governance & Life-cycle Management?
- Transform Applications Into SaaS Server Solutions?
- Automate Application Delivery & Deployments?
- Deliver to Public Private, Hybrid Cloud & Marketplace?
Cloud Computing Opportunities!

SaaSify your software solutions!
Make your software available as SaaS server solutions on cloud marketplaces. Just like smart phone apps.
Join a Cloud Federated Ecosystem

Marketplace to Public Cloud

UForge
Application Factory & Marketplace

ISVs

Software Vendors Join
OW2 - UShareSoft Ecosystem & Expand Business to Cloud

UForge Cloud Portal
App Delivery to Private Cloud

Get your Software Applications Available to System Integrators for Private Cloud
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Migrate to Ecosystem in 30 minutes!

Application Factory
- Build
- Scan
- Maintain

Go to Any Cloud

Marketplace Cloud Ecosystem

Scan to Cloud
- Migrate, replicate & synchronize live servers
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Get into UShareSoft OW2 Marketplace

• Join the ISV Partner Program
• Get a **FREE** UForge App Factory PLUS Account and publish Your Applications into multiple marketplaces
• Easy point-and-click access to your apps
• Grow visibility and expand business with new channels
• Get your own branded marketplace for global delivery

An Application Factory Supporting Any OS  +  A Marketplace – Just Like Apple Marketplace  +  Any Formats & Connectors for Hybrid Cloud Deployments
Demo

Hybrid Cloud Portal Services
- Access to Marketplace
- My Application Factory (VM Builder)
- My Workgroup Collaboration
- My Migration as a Service
- VM Compute Console